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Malkoclar (TR)
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Technical description
PCI project EASTRING is a new pipeline project for Central and South-eastern
Europe, which represents an important step to the Single European Market in the
vision of the Energy Union.
EASTRING is a bi-directional gas pipeline interconnector connecting Slovakia with
the external border of the EU in Bulgaria through the territory of Hungary and
Romania.
EASTRING will offer a direct and the most cost-effective transmission route
between the West EU liquid hubs and the Balkan region/Turkey (e.g. Balkan Gas
Hub) - an area with a potential to become a highly liquid region offering gas from
various sources. By offering the opportunity for diversification of transmission routes
as well as supply sources, it will enhance the security of supply in the broader
region, especially in the countries of the South-eastern Europe.
EASTRING will be open for natural gas from well-established as well as alternative
sources from Caspian/Eastern Mediterranean/Black Sea/Middle East region. At the
same time, it will be able to provide South-Eastern Europe with gas from European
gas hubs. The whole capacity will be available to any shipper or supplier.

CEF funding
6.25.1-0010-SKHU-S-M-16: Awarded CEF co-funding: 1,000,000 EUR
https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-energy/6.25.1-0010-SKHU-S-M-
16
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Note: In line with the provisions of the TEN-E Regulation, the content of this
document relies on information provide d by the promoter(s) of the Project of
Common Interest and INEA doe s not guarantee its accuracy. The European
Commission and INEA accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever with
regard to the information contained therein.
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